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California’s Blackouts:
How Did We Get Here and
What Can We Do to Keep
the Lights On?
BY KERRY JACKSON
Introduction
Pacific Gas and Electric of San Francisco began in October 2019 a
series of electricity blackouts called “public safety power shutoffs.”
The objective was to prevent its equipment from starting wildfires
during hot, dry, and windy periods.
The Great Blackouts of 2019 plunged nearly 3 million into darkness
at its peak. With memories of former Gov. Gray Davis being
recalled over his inept handling of California’s 2001 power crisis
fresh in their minds, Gov. Gavin Newsom and state lawmakers
worked overtime to avoid meeting the same fate at the hands of an
angry public.
The state’s political class quickly played a game of political
hot potato, blaming PG&E and others for the blackouts, while
positioning themselves as having the best solution to prevent future
blackouts moving forward.
The state’s plunge into darkness, which reminds one of going back
to Medieval times, begs the following questions. How did we get to
a place where the lights went out for nearly 3 million people? What
can we do to ensure the lights stay on in the future?
This report provides a historical perspective, outlines the state’s
system for delivering electricity, and examines the policy decisions

“

Despite the public
safety power
shutoffs, the
wildfires reached the
point by October
27 that Gov.
Gavin Newsom
declared a state of
emergency. It was
effective across
the entire state.

”

that have contributed to the ongoing wildfire
disaster. Then, it provides an overview and brief
analysis of several different ideas that have been
put forward by lawmakers to hopefully prevent
future blackouts.

later, it agreed to pay $1 billion in compensation
to “more than a dozen California cities, counties
and agencies for losses resulting from deadly
wildfires sparked by its equipment.”8
In September 2019, the utility agreed to pay an $11
billion insurance settlement to resolve insurance
claims over the Camp Fire and the wine country
fires of 2017.9 It’s possible prosecutors will file
eventually criminal charges against the utility and
its executives for their role in the fire.10

Recent Wildfires Create Perfect Storm
Pushing California Into Darkness
Early on the morning of Nov. 8, 2018, electrical
transmission lines in the Pulga area of Butte
County owned by Pacific Gas and Electric started
what became known as the Camp Fire.1

Roughly one month later, PG&E began a series of
“public safety power shutoffs” to reduce the risk
of wildfires. “Given the continued and growing
threat of extreme weather and wildfires, and as an
“The tinder dry vegetation and Red Flag conditions
additional precautionary measure following the
consisting of strong winds, low humidity and
2017 and 2018 wildfires,” the utility announced,
warm temperatures promoted this fire and
“we are expanding and enhancing our Community
caused extreme rates of spread, rapidly burning
Wildfire Safety Program
into Pulga to the east
to
further
reduce
and west into Concow,
wildfire risks and help
Paradise, Magalia and
The
blackouts
continued
keep our customers and
the outskirts of east
the communities we
throughout the month. By
Chico,” the California
serve safe.
Department of Forestry

and Fire Protection
reported in May 20192
after its investigation
found PG&E at fault for
the fire.

October 26, the power to
roughly 2.8 million customers
was being turned off.

“This includes expanding our Public Safety
Power Shutoff program
beginning with the 2019
wildfire season to include
all electric lines that pass
through high fire-threat
areas—both distribution and transmission.”11

A second ignition site
“determined to be vegetation into electrical
distribution lines owned and operated by PG&E
... was consumed by the original fire.”3

The power outages that began on the morning of
October 9 caused roughly 2 million people to lose
their power at its peak.12

The Camp Fire, possibly ignited by a faulty
C-hook,4 burned through 153,336 acres,
destroyed 18,804 structures, and killed 86 people.
It was the most destructive and deadliest wildfire
in California history, taking more than twice the
number of lives as the next deadliest fire in the
state, the Griffith Park fire of 1933, which killed
29.5

The blackouts continued throughout the month.
By October 26, the power to roughly 2.8 million
customers was being turned off in what was called
“the state’s largest—and potentially longest—
deliberate blackout ever.”13
Two days later, the Los Angeles Times reported
that “never before in California history have
more than 2 million people gone five days without
electrical power because of the intentional safety
policy of a utility.”

PG&E, responsible for at least 1,500 fires since
2014,6 filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in January
2019, as it reportedly had “no choice … given the
flood of lawsuits and wildfire liabilities it estimates
could be up to $30 billion.”7 About six months
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purportedly deregulated the system was “not some
radical rewriting of the rule books,” according to
Reason Foundation researcher Adrian Moore.
Far from deregulating the electricity market,
the new policy “restructured” it. The result is a
regime that “discourages entry into the market
… restricts expansion of capacity, and …
sustains the old systems and rules that prevent
Despite the public safety power shutoffs, the
competition.”21 Political control over power
wildfires reached the point by October 27 that Gov.
Gavin Newsom declared a state of emergency. It
was actually increased22 by the Electric Utility
was effective across the
Industry Restructuring
15
entire state.
Act while construction
of new power plants
PG&E
was
heavily
was discouraged.23
Regulated utilities are known
criticized by the public
for their misallocation of
as well as politicians
Utilities such as PG&E,
resources as decisions are
throughout the outages.
which delivers natural
But elected officials were
gas and electricity to
made for political rather than
not spared. A poll found
16 million customers,
economic or customer-based
that 47% of Californians
Southern
California
reasons.
felt Newsom’s handling
Edison, and San Diego
of the situation was
Gas and Electric are
below average or very
investor-owned,
but
poor. Only 33% rated
like “most so-called
it average or above
public utilities,” writes
average.16 Media coverage ranged from reporting
Thomas DiLorenzo, they “have been granted
governmental franchise monopolies because they
the “outages posed a political risk for Gov.
are thought to be ‘natural monopolies.’”
Newsom,”17 to declaring the “shadow of Gray
Davis,” whose 2003 recall was fueled by an
These “monopolies” are “said to occur when
energy crisis, was “looming” over the freshman
governor.18
production technology, such as relatively high
fixed costs, causes long-run average total costs
to decline as output expands.” The theory,
Trouble is not new for PG&E. It is on federal
DiLorenzo continues, says “a single producer
criminal probation, having been found guilty
in 2016 for the deaths of eight people who were
will eventually be able to produce at a lower cost
killed in the 2010 San Bruno natural-gas-line
than any two other producers, thereby creating a
‘natural’ monopoly.”24
explosion. Paula Rosput Reynolds, who chaired
the independent panel that investigated PG&E
after the explosion, told the Wall Street Journal
The utilities are rigid, bureaucratic, and slow to
respond when change is needed, and are therefore
the utility lurches “from crisis to crisis.”19
limited when resolving problems.
PG&E began rolling blackouts the afternoon of
Friday, October 25, “and by Sunday evening the
utility had cut current to 940,000 homes and
businesses, affecting more than 2 million people,
with one more phase to come in Fresno and
Madera counties.”14

How Government Policy Tangled Up
California’s ‘Private Sector’ Power
System

Regulated utilities are known for their
misallocation of resources as decisions are made
for political rather than economic or customerbased reasons. A glaring example of this is “the
nearly $3 billion price tag for California’s utilities
to perform fire-deterrent work,” which “is heavily
weighted toward projects that afford them
financial advantages and tax benefits.”25

No state outside of New York has a more
regulated energy sector than California, 20 even
though the state electricity market was supposedly
“deregulated” in 1996. The legislation that
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of wildfires. And they are entirely wrong. If they
were true, then this statement—“For nearly 40
years, the number of wildfires in California has
been declining”32 —would be false. It is not.

“Pole replacement, for example, is a big-ticket
item in many of the plans,” says CalMatters, yet
there is “little evidence to support the companies’
claims that . . . replacing hundreds of thousands of
wooden utility poles with steel ones will actually
reduce the risk of wildfires.”26

A U.S. Geological Survey of the data showed that
California wildfires peaked in 1980. Since then,
“there have been fewer and fewer wildfires” in the
state. UCLA professor Jon Keeley agrees.33

Don Russell, a Texas A&M University electrical
engineer who researches utility-caused fires, told
CalMatters that the answer would be “no” if he
was asked if replacing utility poles was “the best
place to spend your money to cut down the risk
of fire.”27

“The claim commonly made in research papers
and the media that fire activity is increasing
throughout the western USA is certainly an overstatement,” Keeley said in a research paper.34

Blackouts Triggered by Global
Warming?

These statements are confirmed by data from
Cal Fire, the government office which has also
documented a sharp decrease in acres burned
since 2008.

PG&E executives as well as political figures and
journalists have declared, with no supporting
evidence, that “climate change” has fueled
California wildfires in recent years.
•

If anything, it’s the state’s obsession with global
warming that has contributed to the fires. The
rush to renewable energy, and the crusade to
reduce and ultimately eradicate fossil fuels, have
pushed utilities to allocate funds that should have
been used for wildfire prevention to programs and
projects conceived by politics.

“Climate change is no longer coming, it’s
here,” Geisha Williams, chief executive
officer of PG&E said in August 2018
before leaving the company in early
2019. “And we are living with it every
day.”28

•

According to CNN, “deadlier and
more destructive wildfires have become
the new normal.”29

•

U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
tweeted “this is what climate change
looks like” as wildfires raged.30

In a Wall Street Journal story about PG&E going
through “The First Climate-Change Bankruptcy,”
staff writer Russell Gold reported PG&E is “one
of several California utilities that, with prodding
from state politicians, has been rapidly shifting
to a cleaner energy future.”35 More recently,
Journal columnist Holman W. Jenkins Jr. pointed
out California “ratepayers shell out billions for
wind and solar that might be better spent on
fireproofing.”36

•

“Climate change is real, it’s happening,
and you and everyone else will recognize
that,” former Gov. Jerry Brown who
opened his testimony before Congress
in October swearing, presumably
under oath, that climate change is “a
direct cause of California’s increasingly
dangerous wildfire seasons.”31

Chuck DeVore, who once served in the California
Assembly and is now vice president of national
initiatives at the Texas Public Policy Foundation,
has also taken note of the state’s “large and heavily
regulated public utilities—PG&E, SDG&E, and
SCE,” prioritizing “wind and solar power, leaving
little for powerline maintenance and upgrades.”37
Appeals to “do something” about climate change
to save California from wildfires is useless. The
opposite approach, diverting funds dedicated

This is but a small sample of the many claims that
man-caused climate change is stoking the growth
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State Government Bails Out PG&E

to the renewable goals to fire prevention efforts,
would be more effective.

Governments have been known to bail out private
businesses, but no competent, honest CEO,
president, or corporate board would ever make
decisions based on the prospect of being saved by
a publicly funded safety net. Regulated utilities
are another matter.

Poor Public Policy Decisions Facilitate
More Blackouts
Questionable Spending by California’s
Power Monopolies

With PG&E facing up to $30 billion in potential
liability costs, the Legislature passed, and Gov.
Gavin Newsom signed, a bill that created a
wildfire fund of at least $21 billion. It is intended
“to stabilize the state’s largest utilities” and, says
the Wall Street Journal, “is part of a broader
regulatory overhaul meant to mitigate the crisis
created when PG&E Corp. sought bankruptcy
protection.”40

PG&E “has a long history of putting off
crucial maintenance and failing to keep trees
trimmed along utility corridors,” former Popular
Mechanics editor James B. Meigs recently wrote
in City Journal, adding that it is unclear “whether
the company has the managerial discipline to
develop what experts call a ‘safety culture.’ A
consulting firm recently concluded that, despite
some progress, PG&E still lacks ‘a comprehensive
safety strategy.’”38

Democratic State Sen. Bill Dodd, who co-authored
the bill, said the legislation “is not a utility bailout,
it is a ratepayer bailout.”41

A power provider working within a free-market
system would have been more interested in
A year earlier, lawmakers passed and former Gov.
performing basic maintenance to avoid disasters
Jerry Brown signed Senate Bill 901, which allows
that lead to bad press, liability
investor-owned utilities to
that result in bankruptcy, and
pass on to customers in the
deaths. But incentives are
form of higher rates some
skewed under California’s
California is almost
portion of the costs the
regulatory framework.
utilities might incur from
programmed to favor
2017’s deadly fires.42
fire suppression over
Utilities make no profit on the
sales of the products they sell.
prevention.
Critics have labeled both
Their profits are regulated
policies
as
“bailouts.”
by the California Public
Economists tell us bailouts
Utilities Commission and are
create a moral hazard in which
“earned” when they “invest
risky behavior is encouraged
in infrastructure projects, such as building and
rather than discouraged because decision makers
operating the poles and wires of the power grid,
are protected from risks.
or installing electric vehicle charging stations.”39

Politically Driven Policies Restrict
Responsible Forest Management

The profits are also guaranteed, and independent
of the business performance—which often includes
crisis prevention—that is required for companies
to earn profits in the free market.

In California’s system, utilities have at times been
restricted by regulators in how far they could trim
trees near lines where the wood is a potential fuel
for wildfires.

The result has been an environment in which
peripheral objectives, including the state’s climate
targets, have been given precedence over the safe
transmission of electricity.

They also have to have permission from the
bureaucracy to perform basic fire-prevention
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and on occasion, only a licensed
contractor can legally do the job.

tasks. The Wall Street Journal has reported that
PG&E had to ask state regulators if it could
“spend $5 billion from 2018 to 2022 to reduce
fires by accelerating plans to insulate wires,
replace power poles and towers, install safer
equipment and cut down trees.”43

With California being “a
nature built to burn,”
to university professor
historian Steven J. Pyne,
avoiding a tomorrow.46

place that
according
and fire
there’s no

California is almost programmed to favor fire
suppression over prevention. A University of
Wisconsin survey of eight communities that had
Until prevention is prioritized over firefighting
histories of fires “showed that they almost always
efforts, little is likely to change.
react by putting more funding toward emergency
response, and not mitigation,” says CityLab.44
Clean Energy Mandates
Tom Bonnicksen, a retired forestry and wildfire
expert who researches California fires told the San
California’s electricity is to be generated by
Francisco Chronicle “there
100% renewable sources
are millions ... of dollars
by 2045, according to state
going into fighting fires but
law. Toby Shea, a senior
California’s electricity is
there are not millions ...
credit officer at Moody’s
going into preventing the
Investors Service, says that
to be generated by 100%
fires.”45
the mandate will require
renewable sources by 2045,
more than $100 billion in
according to state law.
This order of preference
battery purchases. While
has been heavily influenced
the costs are likely to be
by the green lobby:
passed on to ratepayers,
Bloomberg reports that
Federal environmental policy, driven
the carbon-free mandate only adds “to the
by activists, has “continuously
uncertainties the entities already face, such as
thwarted” the use of “scientific
liabilities from wildfires.”47
management
techniques
—
including logging, prescribed burns,
According to Fitch ratings, “the confluence of
and thinning — to treat forest fuel
the 2045 deadline and reliance on still emerging
loads” in preventing fires, says
technologies raises the concern that utilities will
Hoover Institution researcher Terry
be hampered by sizable cost increases while
Anderson. The eco-groups rather
simultaneously challenged to maintain the high
“let nature take her course.”
reliability levels that ratepayers have come to
expect.”48
While living trees feed the flames,
dead trees are high-octane fuel, and
“California’s renewable mandates impose tens
there might be nearly 150 million
of billions of dollars in additional costs and
of them in California, says the U.S.
require the use of less reliable technologies,”
Forest Service. Removing them
says PRI senior fellow Wayne Winegarden.
from areas near homes and other
“These programs also divert resources away
structures, including power lines and
from investing in other priorities, such as an
equipment, reduces risk. But it isn’t
infrastructure that reduces the risks of wildfires.
easy. Not only do environmentalists
The result will be a less reliable, more expensive,
oppose their removal, especially in
energy infrastructure that will harm all
the deep timber, in some instances,
Californians.”49
government permits are necessary,
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Never Again: Evaluating Proposals to
Prevent Future Blackouts

energy choice and more reliable options,
similar to prohibitions already in place
regarding CCA formation.

Should the State Regulate Public Safety
Power Shutoffs?

Pausing “Green Energy” Mandates
An alternative solution that addresses the problem
at its roots has been proposed by a pair of
Northern California lawmakers. The legislation,
to be introduced by Republican Sen. Jim Nielsen,
of Tehama, and Assemblyman James Gallagher,
of Yuba City, would “direct additional funding
into utility infrastructure upgrades and forest fuel
reduction projects.” The bill requires a temporary
pause in “the state’s renewable power mandates,”
which will remain in place “until infrastructure
and vegetation management conditions are
improved.” The utilities can apply the savings
only to projects that “harden the grid and reduce
forest fuels.”52

Days after the 2019 legislative session was over,
Newsom signed legislation requiring investorowned utilities to come up with plans to mitigate
the impacts planned shutoffs will have on
customers who have sensitive medical needs, the
Los Angeles Times reported. The new law further
demands that utilities “notify all emergency
responders, healthcare providers and public safety
groups within an outage area.”50
Subsequently, Sen. Scott Wiener, San Francisco
Democrat, has proposed legislation which would:51
•

Require that the California Public
Utilities Commission create a process
by which businesses, individuals, and
local governments can recover costs
accrued during a planned blackout
(for example, by damaging equipment
turned off too quickly) from the utility
within two weeks, and require that
utility shareholders – not ratepayers –
are responsible for these costs.

•

Promote better collection of data on
utility equipment in order to assess
risk level beforehand, as well as require
reporting on the consequences of
planned blackouts after the fact.

•

Level hourly fees on utilities during
planned
blackouts,
and
ensure
that customers cannot be billed for
transmission, distribution, and other
costs during a planned blackout, in
addition to a stipulation that a utility
cannot profit from a planned blackout
(through changing electricity prices
and the like).

•

The lawmakers have pointed out that PG&E
spends about $2.4 billion a year to comply with
Sacramento’s mandate for buying renewable
power. Yet in 2017, the utility spent “only $1.5
billion to update its century-old infrastructure in
2017.”
Pausing the renewable mandate would be in line
with a bill signed by Newsom in September 2019
that exempts homes being rebuilt in areas where
the governor has declared a state of emergency
from the solar panel mandate.53 That mandate
forces builders to place roof-mounted solar energy
panels on all new single-family and multi-family
homes up to three stories built on January 1,
2020, and after.

Moving Transmission Lines Underground
Locating transmission lines beneath the ground
has been suggested as a way to mitigate the risk
of electrical equipment starting wildfires. It would
be a costly, and time-consuming, project.
Converting to under-ground lines would cost
about $3 million a mile. In urban areas, the cost
rises to about $5 million per mile.54 With more
than 175,000 miles of overhead lines across the
state, the dollars add up quickly. The state has

Prevent
utilities
from
spending
ratepayer funds to oppose formation
of new municipal utilities, distributed
energy resource initiatives, or any other
attempt to offer consumers increased
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been moving some lines underground, but only
about 100 miles a year, “meaning it would take
more than 1,000 years to underground all the
lines at the current rate,” the Palm Springs Desert
Sun has reported.55

op” controlled PG&E’s entire infrastructure,
including the transmission lines outside of urban
areas that have a history of starting fires. Even if
a co-op took over all of PG&E’s service territory,
which is a significant piece of the state’s acreage,
it’s not clear how maintaining and repairing the
transmission lines would be paid for. Would
the financial resources the co-op saves because
it would have to pay neither federal taxes nor
shareholder dividends be enough? Would steep
transactional costs tie up resources that would
otherwise be applied to fire prevention efforts?

PG&E alone has about 81,000 miles of overhead
lines, which would cost roughly $243 billion to
bury. Distributing that expense equally to the
utility’s roughly 16 million customers “would
amount to a bill of more than $15,000 per
account.”56

Elizaveta Malashenko, the California Public
Becoming a co-op does not mean full autonomy
Utilities
Commission
in decision-making. A
safety and enforcement
co-op would also still
division director, said last
have to comply with the
year when the option was
California Public Utilities
Even
if
a
co-op
took
over
all
being discussed that if
Code and it could not
of PG&E’s service territory,
“we were to underground
escape the regulatory
(throughout) California,
reach of the state of
which is a significant piece
all our rates would go up
federal governments.
of the state’s acreage, it’s not
10 times.”
clear how maintaining and
Near
Sacramento,
But even underground,
Rocklin
Mayor
Joe
repairing the transmission
the lines are at risk.
Patterson
has
called
for
lines would be paid for.
Earthquakes and floods
a study to determine if
can cause outages and
the city could take over
troubleshooting
and
PG&E’s
infrastructure
repair is more difficult on
within its boundaries and
buried lines.57
buy power from another provider.
“These power shutoffs have brought a whole
different dynamic to the conversation,” said
Patterson. “I just think that we cannot accept this
as the normal circumstance.”60

Moving Away from Large Utilities to
Community-Based Power
San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo “has proposed
turning Pacific Gas & Electric into the nation’s
largest cooperative electric utility,” according
to Utility Dive, “through a coordinated buyout
among California cities and counties under the
utility’s service.”58 An offer made by San Francisco
to buy the entirety of PG&E’s assets within the
49-square-mile city for $2.5 billion has been
rejected by the utility.59

Nearby city-owned Roseville Electric Utility,
which has been mentioned as a partner for
Rocklin, avoided the PG&E shutdown because it’s
connected to an unaffected section of the power
grid. But not every municipality can sever their
dependence on the utility-owned transmission
lines that are at high risk for shutdowns.
Consequently, the plan suffers from the same flaw
as the co-op plan: It would have no direct impact
on the maintenance and repair of those lines.

Were PG&E to sell to San Jose, San Francisco,
or both, it would change nothing unless the “co-
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Bringing Back Competition to
California’s Electricity Market

Conclusion
Wildfires are unavoidable in California. It’s truly
a place “nature built to burn.” Yet preventive
measures can lessen the losses of life and property.
The necessary changes will require a new way of
thinking in California. The old paradigm that says
utilities must be government-protected monopolies
has to be left behind. The state that was at one
time not afraid of fresh ideas has stayed dedicated
to an old one for far too long.

In a competitive market, California’s utilities
would face pressure from rivals. Says economist
Raymond C. Niles:
Let’s say that Pacific Power & Light
(PP&L), which serves neighboring
Oregon, and where the average cost
of electricity is 10.66 cents/kilowatthour (kwh), wanted to make extra
profits by sending some of its cheap
power south into northern California,
where the average cost of electricity
is 19.03 cents/kilowatt-hour. From
an engineering perspective, all it
would have to do is build a rather
inexpensive electric transmission line
from Oregon into northern California.
PP&L can even tout the greater safety
of its transmission line than PG&E’s
by advertising that its line will be
insulated to prevent sparking and/
or that it will maintain an aggressive
tree-trimming program to prevent
forest fires.
Californians would not only get
cheaper electricity from Oregon, but it
would be safer electricity that is less
likely to spark fires.61
But, continues Raymond, “it is illegal for anyone
else to compete with PG&E in providing electric
utility service in its ‘service territory.’ PG&E, and
nearly every other electric utility in the country, is
a legal monopoly.”62 Without competition, there
is a lack of innovation. Businesses grow stagnant,
waste resources, and become unresponsive.
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